Introduction {#S0001}
============

Lung cancer is the most common malignancy in the world \[[@CIT0001]\]. It is estimated that nearly 90% of all cases of lung cancer are the result of active cigarette smoking. Other cases are associated with exposure to physical and chemical environmental and occupational factors, such as arsenic, asbestos or radon \[[@CIT0002]\]. Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts for over 80% of all lung malignancies \[[@CIT0001]\]. In most cases, lung cancer develops asymptomatically for a long time, which contributes to the late diagnosis and high advancement of the disease and makes it unsuitable for surgical treatment. These are the reasons for the low 5-year survival rate, which is estimated at around 8-16% \[[@CIT0003]\]. Unsatisfactory treatment results encourage scientists to search for new therapies intensively. In this perspective, special attention is turned to natural killer T (NKT) lymphocytes. NKT cells are a special heterogeneous subpopulation, demonstrating co-expression of the characteristics of both conventional T lymphocytes (αβTCR, CD3) and NK cell surface markers (CD56, CD161) \[[@CIT0004], [@CIT0005]\]. Thanks to their ability, regarding regulation of functions and activity of T cells and NK cells, NKT cells seem to play a pivotal role in combining innate and acquired immunity \[[@CIT0006]\]. Contrary to classical T lymphocytes, which can recognize only peptide antigens, NKT are able to recognize lipid or glycolipid antigens presented in the context of the non-classical antigen-presenting molecule CD1d. Therefore, they fill a gap in the repertoire of antigens which can be recognized by human lymphocytes \[[@CIT0007]\]. A breakthrough in the study on NKT cells was the discovery of the first agonist of invariant TCR (T cell receptor), α-galactosylceramide (α-GalCer), which is a glycosphingolipid isolated from the marine sponge *Agelas mauritianus* and is commonly used *in vitro* for the identification and activation of iNKT (invariant-NKT) cells \[[@CIT0004], [@CIT0005], [@CIT0008]\]. Although numerous studies have proved that Vα24NKT cells demonstrate antitumor activity in the mechanism of cytotoxicity \[[@CIT0006], [@CIT0007]\], their main role is to activate other cells of the immune system, such as NK cells, CD8+ T cells, cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) and dendritic cells \[[@CIT0006], [@CIT0007]\].

In animal models it was demonstrated that after activation with exogenous α-GalCer, NKT cells have the ability to inhibit tumor growth and metastasis \[[@CIT0007]\]. Decrease of the number and activity of NKT was reported in different types of neoplasms, including melanoma and colorectal, head and neck, breast and kidney cancers \[[@CIT0007], [@CIT0009]\]. Some researchers even postulate that NKT cells can be used as predictive factors in cancer \[[@CIT0009], [@CIT0010]\]. Although most of the evidence for the antitumor effect of NKT cells is based on animal models, numerous attempts have been made with their clinical application \[[@CIT0011], [@CIT0012]\]. They are based on three main strategies: *in vivo* activation of iNKT cells following intravenous administration of α-GalCer; reinfusion of autologous dendritic cells loaded with α-GalCer *ex vivo*; and intravenous administration of autologous iNKT cells which were stimulated *ex vivo*. Patients who underwent therapy with iNKT cells showed a good response to the treatment. There were no serious side effects. Most importantly, there was a significant increase in the number of NKT cells and the production of IFN-γ and long-term disease stabilization with a good quality of life. Additionally, prolonged survival was observed in patients who responded to the treatment with increased IFN expression \[[@CIT0006], [@CIT0007], [@CIT0011]--[@CIT0013]\].

Aim of the study {#S0002}
================

The purpose of our study was to evaluate the distribution of NKT cells in peripheral blood, lymph nodes and tumor tissue of patients with non-small cell lung cancer. The second objective was to develop the best set of substances capable of inducing NKT generation, *in vitro*.

Material and methods {#S0003}
====================

Material for assessment was obtained from 18 male patients with non-small cell lung cancer hospitalized in the Department of Thoracic Surgery, Medical University of Lublin. All subjects gave informed consent to participate in the study. Among the subjects there were 9 patients with squamous cell carcinoma, 6 with adenocarcinoma and 3 with large cell carcinoma. The tissue material consisted of peripheral vein blood samples, fragments of lymph nodes and tumor resected in the course of thoracic surgery. All 18 participants reported a smoking habit and six of them were still under its influence at the time of diagnosis. The mean age of the patients was 62.4 ± 8.4 years. Within 30 months after surgery nearly 25% of evaluated patients died. For generation of NKT cells, we collected blood samples from 20 healthy donors and 4 patients with NSCLC. Additionally fragments of lymph nodes and tumor tissue were obtained from patients.

Assessment of NKT cells' distribution in the blood, lymph nodes and tumor tissue.

Monomorphonuclear leukocytes from peripheral blood, lymph nodes and tumor tissue were isolated and preserved as described before \[[@CIT0014]\]. The percentages of iNKT cells in the tissues were evaluated using a Becton Dickinson FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, USA). The measurements were performed after incubation of the cells with anti-invariant NKT and anti-CD3 antibodies, conjugated to fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and phycoerythrin (PE) (both: BD Pharmingen™, USA), respectively. Data collection and analysis was performed using CellQuest Pro software.

Generation of iNKT cells in vitro with different combinations of cytokines {#S20004}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Monomorphonuclear cells' isolation was performed with the methods described above. Cells were suspended in culture medium: Gibco AIM-V serum-free (Life Technologies, USA). Unstimulated cells served as a control culture. Other cultures were stimulated with α-GalCer (Enzo Life Sciences, USA) and cytokines (BioVision Inc., USA) in the following combinations: I: α-GalCer+IL-2, II: α-GalCer+IL-2+IL-7, III: α-GalCer+IL-2+IFN-γ. Cells were cultured at 37°C, 5% CO~2~ and 95% humidity in a New Brunswick Galaxy 170R incubator. Seven days after culture initiation, their medium was replaced and the same set of stimulators was added. After that cells were incubated for another 7 days. On the last day of culture, the percentage of iNKT+CD3+ cells was assessed by the method described above.

Statistical analysis {#S20005}
--------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using Statistica 10.0 PL software. The results are presented as median and interquartile range (IQR). Friedman ANOVA test followed by with post-hoc tests, Mann-Whitney *U* test, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn test and Spearman rank correlation were used for analysis of statistical significance. Results were considered as significant at the significance level *p* \< 0.05.

Results {#S0006}
=======

The aim of the study was to evaluate the distribution of NKT cells in peripheral blood, lymph nodes and tumor tissue in patients with non-small cell lung cancer. Statistical analysis of obtained results revealed significant differences in the distribution of NKT cells in different tissues. The highest percentage of these cells was observed in the tumor tissue (0.39%) and the lowest in the lymph nodes (0.13%) (*p* = 0.002). Comparison of the number of NKT cells in peripheral blood of healthy donors and NSCLC patients showed some differences (0.25% and 0.24% respectively), but they were not statistically significant (*p* = 0.9). Percentages of NKT cells among the lymphocytes presented in particular tissues are shown in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}.
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The obtained results were subsequently compared with patients' clinical parameters. Using the Kruskal-Wallis test, it was demonstrated that there are significant differences in the percentages of NKT cells in the peripheral blood (*p* = 0.04) and lymph nodes (*p* = 0.02) depending on the histologic type of NSCLC. Statistical analysis proved that the highest percentage of NKT cells was in squamous cell carcinoma and the lowest in adenocarcinoma. Similar differences were not observed in the tumor tissue. Although no relationship between the cancer staging and number of NKT cells in the studied tissues was revealed, it was demonstrated that the number of NKT cells in the peripheral blood increases depending on the size of the primary tumor (T stage). The proportion of NKT cells was the lowest in the blood of patients with stage T1 of the disease and the highest in the blood of T4 patients (*p* = 0.03). The percentage of NKT cells among peripheral blood lymphocytes is shown in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}.
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The above relationship was not observed in the lymph nodes or tumor tissue. Mann-Whitney *U*-test analysis showed no significant difference in the percentage of NKT cells in the studied tissues and N stage. Although a higher percentage of NKT cells was observed in evaluated tissues of patients who died in the period between surgery and the end point of the study, these results did not reach the expected level of significance. The correlation between the number of NKT cells and clinical characteristics of patients (age, WBC level, period of time since smoking cessation, smoking period and the number of pack-years) did not show any statistical significance.

The second objective of this experiment was to develop a combination of α-GalCer and cytokines which would be capable of generating NKT cells *in vitro*. In the tissues of healthy donors there were statistically significant differences in the percentages of NKT cells in the cultures stimulated with different sets of cytokines and control culture (*p* = 0.001). When compared to the control culture the largest increase in the percentage of NKT cells was observed in the cultures stimulated with α-GalCer+IL-2+IL-7 and α-GalCer+IL-2+IFN-γ. The results are presented in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}.
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Analysis of mononuclear cell cultures from peripheral blood, lymph nodes and tumor tissues of NSCLC patients showed no significant difference in the percentage of NKT cells in the cultures stimulated with different combinations of cytokines and control culture. Comparison of stimulation indices after pacing with individual combinations of cytokines, both in healthy donors and NSCLC patients, showed no statistically significant differences between cultures.

Discussion {#S0007}
==========

Lung cancer is the most common malignancy in the world, characterized by a very poor prognosis and high mortality in both men and women \[[@CIT0001]\]. For this reason, many attempts are undertaken worldwide to improve the diagnostic and therapeutic techniques. In recent years, great hopes are associated with the use of immunological methods to improve predictive factors and therapeutic procedures. In our study, we observed a significantly higher percentage of NKT cells in tumor tissue as compared to the blood and lymph nodes of NSCLC patients. The results suggest that NKT cells migrate to the tumor environment and are accumulated therein. The mechanism of this phenomenon is not completely explained, but some reports suggest that it may be associated with chemokines secreted by tumor cells and their complementary receptors on NKT cells \[[@CIT0015]\]. The results of the majority of research focused on this problem have confirmed the hypothesis about the migration of NKT cells to the tumor environment \[[@CIT0016]--[@CIT0018]\]. Motohashi *et al*. \[[@CIT0016]\] observed a significant deficiency of Vα24 NKT cells in the peripheral blood of lung cancer patients and a much higher percentage of these cells in the tumor environment compared to tissues of the control group. Bricard *et al*. also observed an increased number of NKT cells in tumor tissue of patients with hepatocellular carcinoma \[[@CIT0018]\].

It is suggested that the accumulation of NKT cells in the tumor may correlate with a better prognosis. Tachibana *et al*. \[[@CIT0017]\] reported that immunohistochemical staining of cells present in the primary tumor environment revealed the presence of activation markers (CD69 or FasL) and effector molecules (IFN-γ and granzyme B), providing evidence of their direct cytotoxic activity against tumor cells. Additionally, in the same study they found an increased number of NKT cells in the neighboring, metastasis-free lymph nodes, suggesting their role in the inhibition of metastasis. Patients with a higher number of NKT cells had a longer overall survival time and progression-free time \[[@CIT0017]\].

In our study we compared the number of circulating NKT cells in the blood of NSCLC patients and healthy donors. There were no significant differences between groups. Similar results were obtained by Crough *et al*. \[[@CIT0019]\]. However, most of the available studies demonstrated the deficit of NKT cells in the blood of cancer patients, compared to the blood of healthy donors \[[@CIT0016], [@CIT0020], [@CIT0021]\]. The reason for such differences may be too small groups of studied patients.

We found a relationship between histological type of tumor and the number of NKT cells in the blood and lymph nodes of patients. The largest iNKT cell percentage was in patients with squamous cell carcinoma, and the lowest in those with adenocarcinoma. This seems interesting, considering the fact that the glandular type of NSCLC is associated with a worse prognosis than squamous cell carcinoma. Our study showed no correlation between the number of NKT cells and clinical stage of the disease, which is consistent with results of other researchers \[[@CIT0016]\]. However, detailed analysis of the individual parameters of TNM classification showed that the size of the tumor (T) was directly related to the number of blood circulating NKT cells. Interestingly, we did not find such a dependence for NKT in the tumor tissue.

In the literature there are reports on the impact of aging on the number of NKT cells, which declines in the blood of older patients \[[@CIT0019], [@CIT0020]\]. Reduction in the level of circulating NKT cells can serve as a risk factor for cancer development. Our study did not demonstrate any correlation between the age of patients and the number of NKT cells.

In recent years, new promising therapeutic methods have been introduced. Some of them are based on immunological interactions. Due to their low abundance in human tissues, use of NKT cells in cancer immunotherapy requires the development of cell generation methods on a large scale. The second objective of our study was to develop a set of cytokines best suited for *in vitro* stimulation of NKT cells' differentiation. As the stimulators, we used sets of cytokines composed of α-GalCer and IL-2, whose effectiveness has been proven in previous studies \[[@CIT0019], [@CIT0022]\]. Crough *et al*. tried to generate human NKT cells *in vitro*, using α-GalCer and IL-2. After 7 days of PBMC culture, they obtained a significant increase of NKT cells in cultures of cells obtained from healthy donors and from NSCLC patients \[[@CIT0019]\].

Additionally, in our study, we used IL-7 and IFN-γ to enrich PBMC cultures to maintain normal development and function of NKT cells. Physiologically dendritic cells secrete IL-7 to affect the proper maturation of NKT cells after leaving the thymus \[[@CIT0007]\] and IFN-γ is produced by activated NKT lymphocytes and stimulates NK cells, macrophages and cytotoxic T lymphocytes \[[@CIT0006], [@CIT0007]\]. NKT stimulation efficiency of IL-7 was shown by van der Vliet *et al*. in an experiment in which they obtained a 76-fold increase in the number of NKT cells after their culture in the presence of α-GalCer-DC, IL-7 and IL-15 \[[@CIT0023]\].

We found that all combinations of α-GalCer and cytokines stimulate proliferation of NKT cells in the healthy donors. The highest increase in cell numbers was observed in the cultures stimulated by the combinations α-GalCer+IL-2+IL-7 and α-GalCer+IL-2+IFN-γ. These results are consistent with the majority of similar trials \[[@CIT0019], [@CIT0022]\] and confirm the hypothesis that IL-7 promotes the maturation and differentiation of NKT cells \[[@CIT0023]\]. Unlike healthy donors, cultures of mononuclear cells obtained from the tissues of lung cancer patients did not show an increase in the number of NKT cells. In a similar study Yanagisawa *et al*. \[[@CIT0022]\] did not observe growth of an NKT cell population after being cultured in the presence of α-GalCer and IL-2 for seven days. Only cultures previously sorted in order to maintain Vα24 NKT cells resulted in a significant increase in their number. It is possible that the low proliferative potential of these cells in cancer patients might be related to the presence of immunosuppressive agents which inhibit NKT cells' differentiation in these tissues. There are also reports that the deficit of NKT cells in the tissues of patients can be associated with decreased proliferation after stimulation with α-GalCer \[[@CIT0021]\]. At the same time, it has to be stressed that our study was conducted on a very small number of patients and therefore it needs to be expanded.

Our findings demonstrating the migration and accumulation of iNKT cells in the tumor tissue make it necessary to investigate the mechanisms responsible for this phenomenon and the influence of iNKT cells on tumor cells. In addition, promising results of iNKT cell generation in healthy donors and simultaneous absence of satisfactory results in NSCLC patients suggest the need to repeat this study on a larger number of patients.

Conclusions {#S0008}
===========

The highest percentage of NKT cells was detected in the tumor tissue and the smallest in the lymph nodes. This result suggests that NKT cells migrate to and accumulate in the environment of the primary tumor. There is a correlation between the histological type of lung cancer and the number of NKT cells. The highest percentage of NKT cells was observed in patients with squamous cell carcinoma and the lowest in patients with adenocarcinoma. This observation is consistent with the statement that adenocarcinomal type of NSCLC is characterized by a worse prognosis than squamous cell type. The number of NKT cells in the blood of lung cancer patients increases with the size of the primary tumor -- T stage in the TNM classification. All cytokines and α-GalCer combinations used stimulated the proliferation of NKT cells in healthy donors *in vitro*. The most efficient stimulation of NKT proliferation was achieved by the use of the following combinations: α-GalCer+IL-2+IL-7 and α-GalCer+IL-2+IFN-γ.
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